Conserved motifs and dynamic aspects of the terminal inverted repeat organization within Bari-like transposons.
In this work the structural variations of Terminal Inverted Repeats (TIR) of Bari like transposons in Drosophila species has been studied. The aim is to try and assess the relevance of different variants in the evolutionary distribution of Bari elements. Bari is a member of the widespread Tc1 superfamily of transposable elements that has colonized most species of the Drosophila genus. We previously reported the structure of two related elements that differ in their TIR organization: Bari1 harbouring 26-bp TIR (short TIRs) and Bari2 with about 250-bp TIR (long TIIR). While elements with short TIRs are complete and potentially autonomous, long ones are invariably composed of defective copies. The results show that in D. pseudobscura, D. persimilis and D. mojavensis, there is a third class of Bari elements, Bari3, that exhibit a long TIR structure and are not defective. Phylogenetic relationships among reconstructed transposases are consistent with the three subfamilies sharing a common origin. However, the final TIR organization into long or short structure is not related by descent but appears to be lineage-specific. Furthermore, we show that, independently of origin and organization, within the 250-bp terminal sequences there are three regions that are conserved in both sequence and position suggesting they are under functional constraint.